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ERRATA.

Page 608, Heading of the Table, for "Amputation," read "Operation."
Case 1— for "Ankle, after hemorrhage," read "Ankle. After haemorrhage, July 15."
——— for "Operation—out door patient, &c., read "Amputation below the knee.† Ligature of femoral artery, July 17."
——— Case 12, for "Amputation of thigh, &c., read "Amputation of thigh, Jan. 3. After bleeding, Jan. 11."
——— Case 19, for "lesion of vessels, &c.," read "lesion of vessels. After bleeding, August 31."
——— for "August, 30, ligature, &c.," read "Ligature of femoral artery, September 5."
Page 609, col. 2, line 17 from the bottom, dele "at present."
Page 610, col. 2, line 30, for "has," read "had,"
——— line 37, for "was elevated; left, read "was elevated and left."
Page 611, col. 1, line 6, for "horas" read "horis."

It is necessary to state that the author of the paper in which these errata occur, is fully aware that his MS. is somewhat difficult to decipher; and in consequence of the proof sent to him for correction not being received in time, the errors in the table could not be rectified.